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This family mission statement kit will help you: Unite your family around a common sense of

purpose and mission. Develop more patience and the capacity to solve problems proactively.

Strengthen you children and family members in a turbulent world. Eliminate ineffective family habits.

Transform family life from a desperate, miserable, day-to-day grind to a family life rich with

meaningful relationships.
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I am 58 and can clearly see the results of not having a family mission statement when my kids were

young. I ran after my career and allowed my wife to parent with authoritative interruptions by me

when I wanted to feel connected. The last 25 years have been repair work. I urge every couple and

family, regardless of your family life cycle stage, to read this simple and valuable tool. Stephen's

legacy will continue through you and your family. Apply the principles. Your family depends on it.

Just wasn't a fan. This seemed like common sense to me. I feel as though he made a lot of money

off just putting common sense down in writing. I'm already a very organized and efficient mom. I

was looking for the next step and this just didn't deliver for me.

Excellent, inspiring, hope-generating. No matter the current reality of your family, Covey leads you

through the process of envisioning and collaborating on creating a statement of where you would

like to be, thereby liberating you from the otherwise, binding baggage of the past and empowering



you towards your ideals. Recommended for traditional families, as well as single-parent families,

couples, and co-parents.

I found this to be inspiring. Married to my opposite, we are constantly struggling with communication

and solutions. I am flight and he is fight. I would love to try this to hopefully gain a better prospective

on each other's ideas and thoughts. We will surprise each other I am sure as we have similar vision

just different ways of achieving it.

My husband and I are going through a big life change. Moving out of the U.S. Army life stationed in

Germany and moving back home to Oregon into civilian life. We had been talking about family

mission statements for a while now but they kept getting frustrating for me because I really didn't

understand my husband's approach to figuring it out. I downloaded this book and in one night, since

we already had the basics down but not the wording, I was able to put out all together and create

our family mission statement!Create and nurture an environment in which we are encouraged to

have a positive impact on the world by sustaining ourselves in a way that keeps us healthy, happy,

and active within our community.

Nice audio program! It provides all the instruction, examples, motivation and practical advise you'll

need to get you and your family on the path to crafting your families first mission statement. I

recommend this audio program along with the other version geared toward crafting your personal

mission statement, both are similar yet different.Tony Rogers jrAuthor of Visionary:Making a

difference in a world that needs YOU

Great book. I am impressed with this series of books. I am going to begin with the personal mission

statement to give my family some inspiration.

Classic Covey! Straight to the point. Well organized. Clear action plan. Totally logical. At the end,

you'll only do this when it's important to you...my suggestion...make it important today.
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